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MY SIXTY 4,
PAINT YOUR CUSTOM
COLNAGO

Jens Adams took
the second place in Gp Hasselt

Did you know that...
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My Sixty 4,
paint your custom
Colnago
We gather on the roads and we do these things not as nameless cyclists, but as individuals. We are one in our shared passion, but we are also each unique. My Sixty 4 honors this fact.
Design every detail of your paint scheme, then let us bring your
vision to life. We’ll create your bike with the skill that only the
most-experienced builders and artists can offer. When you ride
your My Sixty 4, you’ll be riding something created by hand only
for you. Go to the website and start to play your game!

Jens Adams took
the second place in Gp Hasselt
Kevin Pauwels (Marlux-Bingoal) took
the win at the second round of the
Soudal Classics in Hasselt, going solo
on lap one in awful conditions. Jens
Adams (Pauwels Sauzen-Vastgoedservice) finished second, 17 seconds
back, while Eli Iserbyt (Marlux-Bingoal) took third at 26 seconds.
By the end of the first lap, Pauwels
was out on his own, nine seconds up
on a large chasing pack, meanwhile
Adams had snuck between the leader and the chasers, ploughing a lone
furrow in pursuit of Pauwels. Heading

into the race’s final laps, there were
no inroads being made into the leads
of either Pauwels or Adams, and so
the main focus was on the battle for
third. Van der Poel was the first to fall
back, with Iserbyt glued to Van Kessel’s wheel as the Telenet man upped
the pace. Loes Sels (Pauwels Sauzen-Vastgoedservice) took the fouth
place overall in the women’s race.

WATCH THE VIDEO

ColnagoWorld new YouTube channel

Look at the contents of our new channel and share them.
If you have any of your shares with us, we will publish them!

Did you know that…
“To win together” was the key phrase of the little cube jersey (Mapei), who became the strongest team of the 1990’s, after
their win at Roubaix. It was Franco Ballerini, who first gave the victory Mapei and Colnago the joy of victory in 1995 (with the
C40, first carbon frame to win this race), followed by a second win in 1998. Johan Museeuw also won twice in 1996 and 2000,
ad did Andrea Tafi in 1999. Five were signed to Mapei-Colnago from 1995 to 2000.
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